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NETA’s Book of the Month: Discounted Pricing on Real-World Training and Solutions for
Challenges Electrical Power Systems Professionals Encounter in the Field Every Day
NETA offers special pricing on its Series I and Series II Handbooks, a library of information that
details a decade of electrical power systems commissioning, acceptance testing, and
maintenance trends.
Portage, Michigan, December 14, 2016 – NETA, the InterNational Electrical Testing Association, is
offering real-world training tools for electrical engineers, field technicians, and electrical power systems
contractors at special discounts through December 31, 2016. NETA Series I and Series II Handbooks are
just $10 each, and buying three handbooks earns a fourth one for free.
NETA Handbooks are a collection of over 200 of the best articles published in past issues of the highly
respected NETA World Journal, as well as the most-well-received technical presentations from
PowerTest conferences. The Handbooks deliver the most comprehensive and relevant information
available, including testing procedures, troubleshooting, and real-life solutions encountered in the field
every day. The Handbooks are component-specific, technical resources suitable for training and
reference purposes.
NETA Book of the Month sponsors include Ampteks, CBS, ArcSafe, CBS Circuit Breaker Analyzer,
Intellirent, IRISS, Megger Distributor Group, Raytech, Shermco Industries, SMC International, Tony
Demaria Electric, and Vacuum Interrupters.
Series I includes:
 Arc-Flash
 Circuit Breakers
 Insulation Oils
 IR Scanning
 Online Diagnostics
 Protective Relays
 Transformers
Series II includes:
 Arc-Flash
 Circuit Breakers
 Grounding Systems
 Insulation Oils
 Maintenance
 Online Diagnostics
 Protective Relays
 Safety
 Transformers
Call 888-300-6382 (NETA) to place your order by December 31, 2016 to receive the discount. For more
details on the Handbooks, visit www.netaworld.org, click on the Bookstore tab, and select Series I and
Series II Handbooks.

ABOUT NETA
NETA is an ANSI Accredited Standards Developing Organization that creates and maintains standards
for electrical maintenance and acceptance testing for electrical power equipment and systems, as well as
a standard that addresses the certification of electrical testing technicians. NETA is an association of
leading electrical testing companies comprised of visionaries committed to advancing the industry
standards for power system installation and maintenance to ensure the highest level of reliability and
safety.

